Friday Is Deadline for
Statewide Prof Strike
Press Cahill for Salary Hike

By Helene Zuckerbrod
City Editor

TRENTON — Teachers in New Jersey's six state colleges will strike if the Cahill administration does not meet their salary demands by Fri., Feb. 20.

On that day, representatives of the faculties of all six schools will meet with the state Board of Education to sign a "memorandum agreement on monetary issues which have not been resolved," according to a faculty spokesman.

Round-the-clock negotiations have been in effect since 11 a.m. Mon., Feb. 16. This is the result of telegrams sent by the Board of Trustees of the Association of New Jersey State College Faculties, the faculty bargaining agent, to Gov. William T. Cahill, Chancellor of Higher Education Ralph A. Dungan, members of the state Board of Higher Education and state college presidents. The negotiations will continue until a satisfactory agreement is reached.

The ANJSFC is seeking the following salary ranges:
- Full professor — from the present $21,558 to $28,026.
- Assoc. professor — from the present $17,736 to $23,075.
- Instructor — from the present $11,473 to $14,901.

"Higher education must expand because we are so far behind other states that it is pathetic," said Mr. James Pettegrove, professor of English and organizer of MSC's delegation to the Feb. 12 mass meeting which resulted in a march to the offices of the governor and the department of education.

According to Dr. David Duclos, ANJSFC president, there is a "general dissatisfaction and unrest" among the faculty members who feel the negotiations with representatives of the state board have been "excessively prolonged."

The New Jersey Teacher's Association approved bargaining agent status for a legal bargaining agent last year, said Pettigrove. In existence since the 1940s it had no legal status over all six campuses until the passage of Public Law 303. Passed over former Gov. Richard J. Hughes' veto, it provides for collective bargaining for teachers' salaries.

Pettigrove emphasized the fact that action must be taken now, because, once the budget is finalized, it will be impossible to get salary increases until next year.

See James Pettigrove: Closeup
Page Two.


WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18.

PHOTOGRAPHY. Monmouth State College, Speare library foyer, "Action at Work" thru Feb. 23. Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.; Fri. 9-5 p.m.; Sat. 8:30-4 p.m.; Sun. 6-10 p.m.


TWO GENERATIONS: TWO WORLDS. Paintings by Cuban artists Stroypont en by Elia Lipman. (In Juibl.)

COLLEGES. Tannen library, James Randall. Thru Feb.

CUNA MOLAS. Cloth panels of applique and embroidery by Indian tribe. Montclair art museum. (In Juibl.)

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20.


THE UNDERGROUND BIRD. Drama proving motives of the drug addict. Catholic Center auditorium, 58 Washington Square St. So., 8 p.m.

TEN YEARS AFTER. Rock group performing at Saint Hall University. Walsh auditorium, South Orange, 8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 21.

CONCERT. Barbara Mallow, cellist. Drew University, Montclair, N.J. 07043. Telephone (201) 783-9091 or 783-9092.

THE MONTCLARION. is published weekly throughout the year. Know office of publication Montclair, N.J. 07042. Telephone (201) 783-9091 or 783-9092.

Sixth in a special series of articles on campus life.

By Dawn Sova Staff Reporter

James Cottingham: Early Experience

A man who found activities more important than academics—thats Mr. James Cottingham, administrative assistant to MSC President Thomas H. Richardson, and 1966 graduate of MSC. "Altho my studies were very interesting and informative, I find that my experiences in student government did more to prepare me for an administrative position than my formal academic studies," confessed Cottingham.

Sitting in his College Hall office, surrounded by a multitude of notebooks, Cottingham said that he finds little difference between the students of 1964, when he served as SGA president, and 1970: "There were as many apathetic students in 1964 as there are now, but the big change is that now, more students are involved in student committees, where before, students were on only the top-level ones; and there was no coordinating committee. There are more students involved in decision-making now, so more are concerned with the running of the college." Cottingham, SGA president from 1964-65, holds an MA in philosophy. During his first year, he received a Rhodes Scholarship from Oxford University, England.

The biggest change here, that I can see, is the increase of both faculty and student interest in the college. Previously, neither faculty nor the students were broadly involved; granted, the college was smaller, but decisions were not necessarily made by the President or the deans, but by Trenton.

"Now, the Board of Trustees has the authority to make decisions and has, in turn, delegated a great deal of responsibility to the faculty and the students. With the changeover of the college into schools, student and faculty interest will continue to increase."
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James Pettgrove: Mild-Mannered

Before coming to the MSC faculty in 1937, he taught at Bennington College in Vermont for one year and two years at his alma mater.

For a four-year period, Pettgrove went on leave to serve in the army in the Office of War Information which handled psychological-warfare campaigns. On several occasions, he received special permits to visit German POW camps and interview GIs. While the accomplished professor reads French and has studied Russian, he speaks German fluently and has published two translations of German author Ernst Cassiery. He also worked with this esteemed philosopher in 1945 on a revised English version of "Essay of Man."
Hollywood's Alphabet Soup

In an unprecedented move by the motion picture industry, Jack Valenti announced the formation of a motion picture code, to guide parents in sending their kids to Saturday matinees. This "code has been somewhat confusing and so we would like to present at least some form of explanation.

"G" — we all know that "G" films stand for Grammar or perhaps Grade school. This is the only level of education required to see one of these films, in fact, one year of grade school means that anyone may see them, so we would like to present at

TRENTON — A seemingly calm settlement to the disorder that has afflicted Trenton State College for the past eight months was put into effect today as students returned to classes after a weekend strike. Student voting will decide later today whether to remain in classes or resume the boycott.

The boycott began last week to bring to focus the demands of the students for the resignation of Dr. Robert Huesler, president since September 1968, and the resignations of all members of the Board of Trustees. The resignation of the former came this weekend, in his words, "in the interest of college well-being." Huesler became the third president of the institution to resign in five years.

MSC President Thomas H. Richardson, who served as interim president this past fall while Huesler took leave of absence, expressed the hope that this latest move will help Trenton State "work out its problems."

At the news of the resignation, the campus seemed generally elated. Nick Smolney, manager of campus radio station WTSR-FM, said that this was "welcome relief" in the months of campus unrest. Student Executive Council President Jerry Puglisi felt "generally satisfied" with the events of the weekend.

Clayton R. Brower, dean of student services, has been named acting administrative head. One of his first actions was to reconvene classes for Tuesday, during which the student vote to end or continue the boycott was held.

Along with the announcement of the temporary replacement, the Trustees proposed the formation of an all-college advisory council and recommended to the State Board of Higher Education that the next vacancy on the Board of Trustees will be filled by a recent graduate of Trenton State.

ECC Demands To Officials For Approval

NEWARK — An 11-point program of student demands have been submitted to the Board of Trustees and Board of Freeholders of Essex County College.

Points listed include, among others, more work for students within the community, an established day care center for the children of ECC students and the eventual expansion of ECC into a four year institution.

"Students at ECC also are opposed to the presentation of the Humanitarian Award to J. Harry Smith, chief executive officer, by the Christian and Jewish associations," said Don Yalen, student at ECC. He is according to Yaleran insensitive and unresponsive to student situations.

Students and members of the Newark community will picket tomorrow in front of the Robert Treat Hotel in protest of the presentation.
**Pictures in the News**

**SHERRY FLAMMERS, 1970's edition of the Queen of Hearts, after her crowning Saturday evening.**

Staff Photo by Jack McCarthy.

**EARLY TO BED AND:** Excited members of MSC frat race towards finish line Friday in Players' Bed Race, well-planned publicity for weekend's "Flea In Her Ear."

Staff Photo by Jack McCarthy.

**LOOK OUT, TRENTON:** Empty seats in auditorium of Holiday Inn, Trenton, after a teacher's rally last Thursday, may symbolize the empty classrooms of next week if professor's demands are not met.

Montclarion

**IN FLIGHT ON THE KEYS:** Organist of rock group Gift Shop rocks it Saturday nite at Queen of Hearts dance.

Staff Photo by David Beckwith.

**"I HEREBY CHARGE YOU with contempt": Caricature of Judge Julius Hoffman parades toward the Justice Department in Manhattan Monday in protest against his 'misuse of judicial power.'**

Staff Photo by David Beckwith.

**AT A LOSS FOR WORDS:** Sherry Flammer, 1970's edition of the Queen of Hearts, after her crowning Saturday evening.
Profs Behind a Mask

Montclair State's "fearful" profs have decided to hide under a mask labeled "academic freedom" and take a step backward in the bargain. They've tabled compulsory faculty evaluations by students for the present semester. And the prospects for its return look bleak.

According to Mrs. Mary Bredemier, a spokesman for the faculty evaluation committee and an assistant education professor, many of the college's faculty feel that student review of campus profs would hinder academic freedom. Further, she says, many faculty members don't have the time or don't even want to be bothered with evaluation forms.

What's needed here is a definition of terms. It seems to us that if some profs don't have the time to read the written opinions of their students, they shouldn't bother to teach.

Let's Define Terms

What's meant by "academic freedom" in this case? Who knows. Apparently, it's a watery, baseless cop-out on the part of MSC's antievaluation profs.

We view academic freedom as a chance to express one's opinion. Obviously some profs just can't get this thru their ivy-clogged heads.

We suggest that the faculty evaluation committee buckle down to some commonsense sessions. The obvious issue here is not "academic freedom" but a fear the same profs might be discovered as incompetents thru published student evaluations.

It's Not a Joke Anymore

It is the oldest joke in the world to see a white-haired old prophet crying out "Prepare to meet thy doom." That joke is ceasing to be funny with a white-haired old prophet crying out "Prepare to meet thy doom." That joke is ceasing to be funny.

The facts are plain enough. As presented by The Argonaut, the official publication of the Sierra Club, organized to protect our natural resources, some of them are: overpopulation, predictions that 7 or 8 billion people will inhabit this earth by the year 2000; fertilizers kill the natural soil; detergents in our oceans make them unusable; DDT in our forests kill the animals; automobile, industrial and jet exhausts will make us retreat to the safety of a gas mask; and even if we make it then, the increasing heat of our planet brought about by atomic energy and carbon dioxide, will melt the polar ice caps and our coastline will become the new Atlantis.

But it is not hopeless. The pessimism of the above evidence need not be there if Americana decides to do something constructive and stop the Age of Annihilation.

April 22 is a national teach-in day to bring the plight of our environment to a head. Thousands of college students are spearheading the effort of environmental education.

If your eyes ever began to water on a perfectly clear day, it must be time to do something.

Since You Asked Me

By Celeste Fasone

Question: Student evaluation of faculty was recently tabled by a faculty committee. Do you think faculty should be evaluated by students?

Steve Paul, sophomore, business: The idea of student evaluation of teachers is completely valid. We are therefore capable of relating to friends and authorities our opinions on teacher presentation.

Jim Nake-nouch, sophomore, fine arts: Yeah! Why else but the student has a better knowledge of the faculty members' ability to get something across.

Wayne Tutzauer, junior, sociology: The faculty should be evaluated by students if the end result is to improve the teachers' methods of instructing otherwise it is rather meaningless.

Sheri Henderson, freshman, speech theater: The right to evaluate the students, therefore the students should have a similar right in evaluating their teachers.

Dennis Pandalphi, junior, speech pathology: Because it gives the students a chance to express his feelings for a particular teacher's method in presenting a course.

Legality of Liquor

We have written a letter to our lawyers requesting a statement on the legality of liquor on campus. If he states that the Board of Trustees has the authority to approve it, this will be the next step.

We have set up a SGA scholarship fund with a gift from the Class of 1969 of $5000. The criteria will probably be involvement in extra-curricular activities, scholarship, and financial aid.

The Board of Trustees will be presenting a report on the initial request for student representation or a liaison.

Equal Representation

I feel the last and most important negotiation is the campuswide governing council committee. We are now meeting with the faculty and administration on this question. We have presented numerous proposals which will grant equal student representation on this campuswide governing Senate. This Senate will concern itself with supra-school decision-making.

Concluding this midyear report, I am requesting that the representatives of the individual school Senate planning committees and the representatives on the already-functioning Student Senate stand firm in their beliefs and in their presentation of student ideas. Please report any faculty pressure or "bulldozing" to the SGA Students Relations Board.

Ken Traynor: SGA Comment

What's Going On?

What's going on? Faculty-evaluation tabled by faculty... SGA begins faculty-evaluation on their own... preparing "unlimited cuts" resolution to be presented to the Board of Trustees... waiting for a letter from Conrad and Jones, our lawyers, concerning legalizing liquor on campus... setting up an SGA scholarship fund of approximately $5000 -- criteria being prepared... requesting student representation on the Board of Trustees... constructing Campuswide-governing body.

The above is a capsule view of the major concerns of the SGA, presently and in the next few months. We presented our joint faculty-student committee report on faculty-evaluation to a faculty meeting. It was tabled. This is as good as voting the issue down. We will present our proposal on "unlimited cuts" to the Board of Trustees shortly. Faculty intervention may cause delay.

Legality of Liquor

We have written a letter to our lawyers requesting a statement on the legality of liquor on campus. If he states that the Board of Trustees has the authority to approve it, this will be the next step.

We have set up a SGA scholarship fund with a gift from the Class of 1969 of $5000. The criteria will probably be involvement in extra-curricular activities, scholarship, and financial aid.

The Board of Trustees will be presenting a report on the initial request for student representation or a liaison.

Equal Representation

I feel the last and most important negotiation is the campuswide governing committee. We are now meeting with the faculty and administration on this question. We have presented numerous proposals which will grant equal student representation on this campuswide governing Senate. This Senate will concern itself with supra-school decision-making.

Concluding this midyear report, I am requesting that the representatives of the individual school Senate planning committees and the representatives on the already-functioning Student Senate stand firm in their beliefs and in their presentation of student ideas. Please report any faculty pressure or "bulldozing" to the SGA Students Relations Board.

MiniReview


Some people simply don't listen to Spiro Agnew. As result as it may be to believe, not only don't they listen to dear Spiro but they have the utter gall to actually question some of our basic institutions - institutions which have served this country and made it what it is today. These ungrateful heretics criticize and offer suggestions for improvement as if this were not indeed the best of all possible worlds.

As you can well imagine it was with not inconceivable outrage that we examined this blaspheamous tract. After all, it is these very people who have participated in the riots which have made a mockery of our law and order. These horrible riots which have resulted in over 200 injuries over the past 10 years, certainly a serious statistic, even when compared to the over two million people who have been casualties in Vietnam.

Although I don't want to restrict your liberty, I feel it is our duty to warn you that if you buy and read this clever collection of un-American essays your loyalty may be in doubt.

R. Inley.
MONTCLARION.
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It is during this sequence of

It is during this sequence of eccentricity that the film verges on sensationalism, for Doctor B becomes the best patient's patients is the freedom to live their fantasies — ranging from Joel Osteen's grocery shopping and training Chicken Man to the growling Dog Man and the crucified baby doll, and we various life styles in glorious color close-up.

Sufficiently prepared now to face "reality," Horner accepts the peaceful, noninvoking work of teaching English grammar in a small college. But, not too surprisingly, his colleagues are as unbalanced as the innates. Before long he becomes involved in the lives of Joe Morgan, a wacky gun fetishist Boy Scout leader and professor, convincingly portrayed by Harry Vole, and his fellow too easily lovable wife Rennie, vacuously played by Dorothy Tristan in her first film. 

ADULTERY, ABORTION, ... 

A combination of softly scudded lens and humorous comparison while following these intertwined lives, this film from becoming melodrama or soap opera. Adultery, a searingly painful subject and its related death force Horner into decision-making and incredibly crucial roles between patient and doctor.

Believing that the brutality people demonstrate privately has 

significance in life generally, Avakian places the action in the historical setting of the actual filming by using stills and rare footage of Kennedy's assassination on the moon landing. At one point this device comes into laughter and empathy from youth when Nixon's walking is distorted into a forward and backward stepping dance.

"End of the Road" is a disturbing, well-made movie, worth seeing as an indication of the promiscuous direction film is taking in the 70s.

FRATMEN ELECT IFCC OFFICERS

James Saxon has been recently elected Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) president. The other new officers include: Richard Donat, vice-president; Doug Guy, treasurer; and Jerry Bennis, secretary.

Saxon, a junior business major and member of Beta Epsilon Tau, intends to "expand IFC's activities to the entire campus by taking its more active part in student functions." Hailing from Upper Montclair, Saxon's interests range from sports to card-playing.

Donat, recording secretary of Phi Sigma Epsilon, is a junior chemistry major. After graduation, his plans include teaching, working for a chemical plant or becoming an airplane pilot. His other hobbies include skiing and scuba diving.

A junior history from Lakewood, N.J., Bennis is a brother of Lambda Chi Delta and has "always kept busy with campus life." An athlete for two years, Bennis believes he "learned just about everything there is to know about college politics." Bennis is Carnival cochairman.

guy, a junior accounting major from Westwood, is the secretary of Beta Epsilon Tau. His interests include basketball and "brewing beer."

WASHINGTON COMMUNITY PROGRAM SET

WASHINGTON — Students who are interested in doing field work in predominantly black Washington, D.C., will have an opportunity from June 22 thru Aug. 14.

There are only 500 term paper topics in the world, according to Weinstein. All information is kept on file. When a topic is ordered, Weinstein looks over the information at hand and writes a new paper.

In an interview, Levine said that professors at the University of Bridgeport are very aware of the agency's popularity on campus. One professor said that out of 150 students use Weinstein's services and he had hoped to find a pattern in the ghostwriters but did not.

It was found that Weinstein's papers averaged better than the class average.

Weinstein is operating within the limits of the law. The agency according to Weinstein, he does not put a title page and he avoids doing business on university grounds.

The agency is profitable, according to Levine. They have low overhead and 65% of all money taken in is profit.

"Frankly, I think he shows a good old-fashioned, red of American business initiative," says Levine, "the I think he is controversial, only wish I had thought of it."
While on the Road...

Gymnasts Score Two, Lose One

By Richard Davison
Staff Reporter

It's the sign of a true fan who can appreciate your own singing voices can always do what they can best to cheer on their school. Montclair State fans, group together and headed by the greatest group of cheerleaders around, you are an asset, a group about which no other college can boast.

The ROAR OF THE CROWD

Your value is especially noticeable in close games, when the roar you emit lets the men on the court know that there are more like 1400 than 14 members on the team.

You only harass an official when he makes a really poor call, probably because you are more knowledgeable about the game than other fans. You show your support to the team.

The coaches and players know that when it's time for the opening tipoff, you'll be there. Many times have you come to games, blowing your horns or clanging your bells.

You are usually easily identified. You can be seen hanging banners and signs from the gym walls, selling booster tickets, rushing to the away games, blowing your horns or clanging your bells.

The greatest and most knowledgable in athletics abound in. The loyalty you demonstrate remains behind the team all the time, win or lose.

You can appreciate your own greatness after viewing the scatations at Trenton State. How many times have you prevented the visiting cheerleader from "doing their thing" on the floor by drowning them out with noise?

Following the Trenton game, Coach Ollie Getson called the Montclair State fans. "The greatest and most knowledgable in the conference. They came to cheer us, not to ridicule the opposition."

Other fans may be enthusiastic, Your singing voices can always reveal your location, either during the Star Spangled Banner or while biding an opponent "Goodbye....."

FAITH AND DEDICATION

Above all, the trait you can be relied on to display consistently is faith and dedication. Whether the contest is in Montclair; Paterson; Trenton; Newark; Delaware; Syracuse; New York; or Evanwille, Ind.; it's almost a sure bet that when it's time for the opening tipoff, you'll be there.

It was gratifying to hear the Indians appeared on the floor. "We got the fewer..." coming from the top of the bleachers as the Indians appeared on the floor. Whether you have to come by aerobus, van, bus with or without heat, your own car, or have to bum a ride from a friend, you manage to get to the game.

How many cheerleaders would suffer thru a trip to Glassboro in a bus without heat, arrive in time to see the second half, ride back home after the game and look forward to a trek almost twice the length the next nite?

How many people would take time out from their Christmas vacation or semester break to return to school or travel elsewhere for a game, or give up dates on the weekends to lend their support to the team?

At Montclair State there are quite a few people who would do both.

The loyalty you demonstrate not many others possess. As Phil Baccarella mentioned, "It was great that the fans stayed with us after we lost to Newark State. They came back the next game and cheered even louder, and that helped us to come back from the defeat.

WIN OR LOSE

It's the sign of a true fan who remains behind the team all the time, win or lose.
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